
 

 

Eldorado Canyon Fixed Hardware Application Form 

Name: ACE Board 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Route Name: Addition of a 2 bolt anchor at the top of “Five Ten Crack” 

Location: Rincon Wall 

Describe where the anchor is and how to access it: The proposed anchor is located on the Rincon Wall, 

at the top of “Five Ten Crack” (p328, Levin, Eldorado Canyon: A Climbing Guide, 2nd edition), right of the 

route “Rincon”. 

Application Description:  

There is currently a 2-bolt Fixe anchor with rings at the top of Five Eight Crack, approx. 50 feet up. This 

anchor is used for Five Eight Crack, and to top rope/lower from Thunderbolts, Five Ten Crack, Mind Over 

Matter, and pitch one Rincon (the latter three routes require the use of several directional gear 

placements to protect the second when top roping from this anchor).  

The anchor is also used as a second rappel anchor for climbers rappelling from a fixed anchor at the top 

of the second pitch of Rincon; this is a popular 5.9+/5.10a two-pitch lead that is done much more often 

then continuing through the 5.11a PG13 third pitch of Rincon. This rappel is exactly 30m to reach the 

Five Eight Crack anchor.  This new proposed anchor will give people rappelling from Rincon a second 

option. 

 

History of the current 5.8 anchor location:  

Prior to establishment of this anchor, there was a sling anchor around a tree approximately 4 feet 

above. This anchor was used by people descending from pitch two Rincon, and for descending from top 

ropes of the single pitch routes. Hence the location of the current anchor was to replace that sling, 

without thought of utility for descending from neighboring routes. 

This proposal is to add an anchor at the top of Five Ten Crack.  

Furthermore, adding the anchor will shorten the length of the rappel from pitch two Rincon, decreasing 

the chance of climbers rappelling off the ends of their ropes, as rope ends for the rappel from pitch two 

Rincon just reach the Five Eight Crack anchor. 

Finally, by adding the anchor, followers on Five Ten Crack, Mind Over Matter, and pitch one Rincon, will 

not be downclimbing (what is in effect, lead-downclimbing) as much to reach the anchor.   



 

 

The new anchor has a good plaque of rock to accept bolt placements. A similar installation (1/2” x 3” 

bolts with Fixe hangers/stainless rings) will be placed at the new location. 

Other information from applicant:  Include any other information you wish ACE, the Park, and the 

public to know about this route. 

Adding the anchor to a will provide a better belay stance; decrease the chance of catastrophic rappel 

accidents from pitch two Rincon by shortening that rappel to less than half a 60m rope length; and 

decrease the chance of a bad fall for followers of the routes to the left of Five Eight Crack. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Proposed New Anchor vs Old Anchor(5.8 anchor) 

 

 



 

 

Proposed New Anchor vs Old Anchor(5.8 anchor) 

 


